§4	IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS
of other nations. In short, if we believe the essence of God -to be immutable, we must believe his will to be so. It is insanity to imagine that his determination can be altered by our whim! or wishes ; therefore it is not only more wise but also more reverent to suppress them, both in action and in speech. Supposing him altered or moved by us, we suppose him subject to our own condition. If he pardons, he corrects his first judgment ; he owns himself to have been wrong and hasty ; than which supposition what impiety can be greater?
Magliahechi. Do you question everything that is not.in the from of syllogism, or enthymema, or problem with corollary and solution?
- Middleton. I never said that what is indemonstrable must therefore be untrue: but whatever is indemonstrable may Jfcc questioned, and, if important, should be. We are not to tremble at the shaking of weak minds ; Reason does not make them so: she, like Virtue, is debilitated by indulgences, and sickened to death by the blasts of heat and cold blown alternately from your church.
Magliabechi. Do you conceive God then to be indifferent to our virtues or vices, our obstinacy or repentance?
Middleton. I would not enter into such questions: and indeed I have always been slow to deliver my more serious, opinions in conversation, feeling how inadequately any great subject. must be discussed within such limits, and how presumptuous it woulc? appear, in one like me, to act as if I had collected all that could be said, or even what could be said best, on the occasion. Neither to run against nor to avoid your interrogatory: there are probably those who believe that, in the expansion and improvement of our minds hereafter, they will be so sensitive to the good or evil we have done on earth, as to be rewarded or punished in the most just proportion, without any impulse given to, or suffered fay, the First Cause and sole Disposer of things ajad of events? How rational may be this creed, I leave* with the other, to**-speculative men ; wishing them to recollect that unseasonable and

